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“JUDEN UNTER SICH”
The Propaganda Companies and the Jew ish Ghettos in Occupied Poland

One of  the most inf luential anti-Semitic propaganda actions produced in the “Third

Reich” in the years 1939-1941 w as based on images and reports f rom various ghettos

in occupied Poland. Large portion of  the raw  material required for the anti-Semitic

propaganda w as collected and delivered by the Propagandakompanien (PK) of  the

Wehrmacht.[1] In order to analyze and understand the signif icance of  this contribution,

it is necessary to look not only at the propaganda materials, but also at the historical

contexts in w hich they w ere produced. This includes organizational aspects, local

conditions, general propaganda strategies and the given general and local w ar

situation.

This article w ill examine the contribution of  the Wehrmacht to the anti-Semitic

propaganda of  the “Third Reich” during three periods: The invasion of  Poland, the

establishment of  a new  order in the occupied Polish territories and the months

preceding “Operation Barbarossa” in 1941. It w ill focus on the w ay PK materials w ere

used mainly in the visual media in order to support the propaganda strategies and their

subsequent goals set by the Nazi leadership.

General remarks regarding the propaganda organization of  the “Third Reich”

When dealing w ith the w artime propaganda of  the “Third Reich”, it is important to

examine its organization and w orking methods. Contrary to common belief , Joseph

Goebbels‘ Propaganda Ministry (RMVP – Reichsministerium für Volksaufklärung und

Propaganda) w as not the only German agency that produced and disseminated

propaganda during WWII. The military, the Nazi Party, Organization Todt, local press

of f ices in the occupied countries and the SS are some of  the organizations of  the

“Third Reich” that produced public media and propaganda. The RMVP surly coordinated

and orchestrated the entire propaganda, including the anti-Semitic propaganda, but it

w as a collective ef fort of  multiple organizations and agencies. Goebbels and his top

advisers formulated the strategies and tactics of  the German propaganda and set

priorities.

This orchestration w as carried out dynamically and almost on daily basis according to

dif ferent factors: important events, changes in general policies, monitoring public

opinion and of  course, national-socialist ideology. Key decisions and directives w ere to

the representatives of  the media and the propaganda community through daily

brief ings. Since Goebbels disliked w ritten orders and memos, most brief ings and

directives concerning the daily running of  the propaganda w ere usually given orally.[2]

Specif ic control of  the press w as exercised by the Reich’s Press Off ice

(Reichspressekammer) – normally personally by the inf luential Reichspressechef Otto

Dietrich. He issued specif ic and general directives to the press during his daily press

conferences and in regular w ritten brief ings w hich his of f ice disseminated to chief

editors.[3]

Wehrmacht and Propaganda

The Wehrmacht’s propaganda organization w as one of  the most important propaganda

organizations of  the “Third Reich”. Acknow ledging the importance of  psychological
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w arfare in modern w ars, the RMVP and the Wehrmacht cooperated ef fectively f rom

the mid-1930s in an ef fort to prepare the country for the next w ar. They w ere looking

for w ays to improve Germany’s ability to w ithstand psychological w arfare in order to

prevent a collapse of  the home front, as w as believed by them happened in the last

phases of  World War I. They w ere also looking for better w ays to w age psychological

w arfare against the enemy.

In 1938, the Wehrmacht established f ive Propaganda Companies (PK), w hose main

task w as to produce dif ferent media reports f rom military operational areas and to

deliver them to the RMVP for dissemination to the media. Their secondary tasks w ere

to conduct psychological w arfare against enemy troops and the enemy’s population in

the operational areas and to organize educational and f ree-time activities for German

soldiers (Truppenbetreuung).[4] Follow ing the f irst operational deployment of  the PKs

during the German takeover of  the Sudetenland, the RMVP and the Wehrmacht decided

to establish w ithin the Wehrmacht’s high command (Oberkommando der Wehrmacht) a

special department in order to coordinate and direct the operations of  the military

propaganda.

One of  its most important tasks w as to liaise betw een the RMVP and the propaganda

units. The new  department, know n as Abteilung für Wehrmachtpropaganda (WPr.),

w as activated in April 1939. It expanded the military propaganda organization and its

training, and by the beginning of  World War II (WWII) eight army, tw o air force and one

naval PKs w ere available for operations. Eight of  these units participated in the

invasion of  Poland.[5] Since PK reporters w ere the only reporters allow ed of f icially to

w ork in operational areas, they became the main source of  material for the “Third

Reich’s” w ar propaganda. Some PKs w ere stationed in the occupied countries and in

Germany. Thus they covered events and topics related to the occupied countries and

the German home front.

Photographers and cameramen w ere among the most important PK specialists. Like

other PK specialists, most of  the photographers and cameramen w ere located by the

RMVP and recruited f rom the reservist manpow er pool according to their civilian

training and according to their political reliability.[6] As a result of  this recruiting method

some prominent media professionals found their w ay to the propaganda troops. They

received state-of-the-art equipment, w hich included compact cameras, stereoscopic

cameras, telescopic lenses and color f ilms. While the photos w ere developed by the

technical squad of  each PK, exposed movie f ilms w ere sent to Berlin and w ere

developed there. (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1: A stereoscopic photo by PK photographer Hugo Jäger, depicting PK reporters at work in a forest near Compiègne, 21
June 1940, Source: Yad Vashem Archives

Among the most important media using PK visual material w as the highly popular

illustrated press, w hich published numerous PK photos during WWII. Such reports

normally included several dramatic photos, accompanied by a short text and photo

titles. Another important visual propaganda tool produced in the “Third Reich” during

WWII w as the “Deutsche Wochenschau” new sreel. The unif ied w artime w eekly

new sreel made an extensive use of  PK footage. It w as produced under the strict

RMVP supervision, and its f inal editing w as normally carried out by Goebbels

himself .[7] Because of  their importance, in some cases Hitler gave them the f inal

approval.[8] PK materials w ere also used extensively in books, movies and other

media. Because of  its dramatic character and high relevance for the w artime

propaganda, the PK material w as extremely useful. The contribution of  the PK
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reporters to the w ar ef fort w as openly praised by Goebbels, and the acronym “PK”

became w ell-know n in w artime Germany.[9]

Early PK reporting in Poland

The invasion of  Poland served largely as a test for the young propaganda branch of

the Wehrmacht. This f irst trial by f ire for the PKs, their men and their equipment, also

determined to a large extent images of  Jew s as presented in Germany’s w artime anti-

Semitic propaganda. Although the f irst ghettos w ere not established in occupied

Poland until late 1939, the PKs reported about Polish Jew s w hile the w ar w as still

raging. In many respects, these early reports helped to establish some of  the key

features of  the national-socialist propaganda about the ghettos and their occupants. It

should be noted that w hile the ghettos of  WWII are being currently def ined as a

German measure aimed at isolating the Jew s, contemporarily, the German propaganda

used the term dif ferently.  In the time before their establishment, the German

propaganda ref lected the prevailing prew ar notion by referring to every quarter or

settlement w ith a dominant Jew ish population as a “ghetto”.[10]

Anti-Semitic propaganda appeared almost right f rom the beginning of  the invasion to

Poland in the w ar propaganda of  the “Third Reich”. It took place w ithin tw o main

contexts:

1) Anti-Semitism w as used to strengthen the general anti-Polish propaganda.[11] This

propaganda sought to legitimize the aggression against Poland, to de-legitimize the

Polish state’s right to exist and to convey a negative image of  the Polish nation.[12] One

of the main propaganda themes Nazi propagandists created at that time in order to

support this argument w as the notion of  “Polish as equivalent to sub-humanity. Poles,

Jew s and Gypsies stand on the same inferior human level […].”[13]

The RMVP elaborated this point further and def ined the goals of  this argument: “We

must strive to ensure that the current aversion against everything Polish w ill remain for

years to come. This aversion must turn f rom latency to consciousness. Poland is sub-

humanity. Poles, Jew s, Gypsies should be mentioned in the same breath. There are no

social and other kinds of  relations w ith Poles. A Pole is something impure, and no one

w ants to deal w ith him.”[14]

2) Early in the German-Polish political conf lict in 1939 the German propaganda sought

to blame Great Britain and France for pushing Poland tow ards confrontation w ith

Germany.[15] Later, Hitler and the Nazi leadership argued that the Jew s in the Western

leaderships had brought about the diplomatic calamity that resulted in w ar. In many

w ays, this propaganda also served to replace anti-Jew ish-Bolshevik slogans, w hich

became politically inappropriate follow ing the signing of  the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact in

August 1939. It continued af ter the German invasion to Poland.[16]

It is dif f icult to say how  the propaganda units providing most of  the early reports about

Polish Jew s w ere prepared for their mission. It appears that some of  them, as w ell as

WPr., received some background information about the Jew s in Poland during the

campaign. In their f iles there is at least one general memo w ritten by the SS

Einsatzgruppen deployed to Poland, w hich w as based on Polish prew ar studies about

Poland’s Jew ry.[17] It seems though that due to a missing clear and central initial

direction, the practice of  reporting about the Jew s in the media emerged on one hand

as a natural continuation of  prew ar anti-Semitic propaganda practices, and on the

other hand, it evolved w ithin the broad main propaganda themes that accompanied the

campaign.

The RMVP grasped only gradually the propagandistic opportunities of fered by the

sudden direct access to Poland’s large Jew ish population. These so-called Eastern

Jew s (Ostjuden) and their living environment embodied for many Germans the

stereotypical images of  the Jew s as portrayed in the prew ar anti-Semitic

propaganda.[18] The RMVP tried to exploit the new  situation in order to strengthen the

general anti-Jew ish propaganda. As mentioned before, the Polish campaign w as a

formative period for Germany’s w artime propaganda. Procedures, methods and

w orking relations in the propaganda community needed to be w orked out and ref ined

w hile learning the trade of  modern w artime media w ork.

The learning curve w as particularly steep w hen it came to the crucial cooperation

betw een the RMVP and WPr. As a result, the RMVP sent through WPr. orders and

directives to the PKs operating w ith the f ield armies (Armeeoberkommandos) almost on

a daily basis. PK commanders briefed their reporters according to these directives and

sent the collected material to WPr. in Berlin. The relevant media sections in WPr.

assessed the material, conducted military censorship and delivered the censored
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material to the RMVP, w here it w as disseminated to the media as required. Not

everything that the PKs delivered w as published. A large amount of  press reports,

photos, radio recordings and f ilm rolls w ent to the archives – sometimes directly. On 2

October the RMVP sent to all the PKs operating in Poland the follow ing directive: “More

than before, w e need f rom Warsaw  and all the occupied territories, f ilm footage of

Jew ish types as w ell as portraits and images of  Jew s at w ork. This material is to be

used to reinforce our anti-Semitic propaganda at home and abroad.”[19]

These general topics, as w ell as specif ic orders sent to specif ic PKs to collect material

about Polish Jew s,[20] set the tone for contemporary and later propaganda reporting

about the Jew s in occupied Poland. Noticeably, even before the PKs reacted to the

RMVP’s instructions, they sent reports about the Jew s on their ow n initiative. PK

footage w as used in an anti-Semitic new sreel report depicting the beginning of  the

German occupation.

Some reports published at this time sought to establish the connection betw een the

Jew s and the murder of  Ethnic Germans (“Volksdeutsche”) in Poland – one argument

the Germans used in order to justify their attack on Poland and distract public opinion

from their ow n atrocities.[21] The UFA new sreel edition released on 14 September

included a reportage about the cleansing of  Polish settlements and the arrest of  people

w ho w ere allegedly involved in crimes against Ethnic Germans. The commentary

describing these scenes pointed at one specif ic hostile group: “Polish Jew s, w ho in

many cases bear the blame for inciting and instigating the murder of  Germans. The

prof iteers and criminals, w ho af ter 1918 overw helmed defenseless Germany…, w ere

recruited f rom these circles. Today the brothers and sons of  these Eastern Jew s

reside in England and France and agitate for a w ar of  extermination against the

German people.”[22] (Fig. 2)
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Fig. 2: An illustrated article published in the “Illustrierter Beobachter” on 28 September 1939, Photographs by Schwahn, Hinz,
Platzek [PK-photographers]; Haeckel

Jews were also presented in contemporary reports as taking active part in unlawful partisan warfare
against the invading German forces. Here, again, the German propaganda was quick in picking up
the traditional German fear of irregulars (sometimes referred to contemporarily as Franc-tireurs –
an old expression from the Franco-Prussian war of 1870/71) and turn it into a major myth in order
to justify its brutal measures in the newly occupied areas.[23] A photo reportage prepared by
reporters of the Luftwaffe’s KBK 4 (Kriegsberichterkompanie 4 – the term used by the Luftwaffe
instead of PK) was published on 28 September 1939 in the “Illustrierter Beobachter” and depicted
Jews being arrested and being transported away. It was claimed that “they are being suspected for
shooting at German soldiers”.[24]

This report is extraordinary in several w ays. First, it show s the importance of  PK

reporting for the anti-Semitic propaganda during the early phase of  WWII, therefore

underlining the contribution of  the Wehrmacht to this propaganda. Secondly, the editors

of  the “Illustrierter Beobachter” took advantage of  a current report in order to insert

several older anti-Jew ish messages. Therefore the same page included a photo of  an

elderly Jew  from 1915 printed next to a similar image f rom 1939, as a proof  that the

Eastern Jew s had allegedly not changed outw ardly. Thirdly, perhaps the most dramatic

photo of  the series depicted Jew s being transported aw ay on a truck under SD

supervision, w ith the description “German troops w ere shot at f rom their dw ellings.

They are being transported to a detention camp.”

The photo is part of  a series of  photos delivered by photographers of  KBK 4 f rom the

“area of  Ustronie/Opatow ”, deposited today in the German federal archives.[25] There

are clear indications that these photos w ere taken in Wieruszów.[26] Interestingly, this

specif ic photo appears to have been copied f rom the new spaper and disseminated by

the w estern media during the w ar as a visual proof  for the German persecution of  the

Jew s in occupied Europe. Af ter the w ar it became an iconic Holocaust photo that
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appeared in several publications w ith dif ferent descriptions.[27] Therefore, this PK

photo demonstrates not only the w ay propaganda images w ere created and used, but

also their postw ar dissemination and impact on the collective memory.

The UFA new sreel released on 4 October presented in its 12  topic images of  Jew s

taken in unspecif ied places in Poland. The commentary explained: “Back to Poland: The

most dif f icult problem facing our civilian administration in the occupied areas is the

Jew ish question … This eastern Jew ish sub-humanity has long provided West Europe

w ith criminal rif f raf f . The democracies w ere supplied f rom here w ith pickpockets,

pimps, drug dealers, w hite slavers, international banking prof iteers and agitating

journalists. These are the same Jew s, w hose brothers, sons and fathers advocate

loudly in London and Paris for humanity and civilization.”[28]

This and other visual propaganda sought to conf irm the visual stereotypical image of

the Jew , as established by the prew ar propaganda based on the common image of  the

Jew s. In addition, these anti-Semitic images w ere adjusted to f it current general

propaganda slogans and arguments.

At the end of  the campaign in Poland, the cooperation betw een the RMVP and WPr.

reached its climax w hen a special f ilming team of  the RMVP, headed by the Reich’s Film

Inspector Fritz Hippler and by the head of  the anti-Jew ish department Eberhard

Taubert, travelled to Warsaw  and Lodz. Supported by a couple of  PKs, they f ilmed on

location scenes for an anti-Semitic propaganda f ilm project, w hich later became the

notorious documentary “Der ew ige Jude”.[29] The presence of  these tw o top

propagandists underlines the importance of  the anti-Jew ish campaign and the movie.

The f ilm also used footage shot by PK cameramen in 1939 and used af ter editing in

several new sreels. Therefore PK f ilms and other footage shot in Poland soon af ter its

occupation w ere used in a f ilm that w as supposed to form the “f lagship” of  the

German anti-Semitic propaganda in 1940.[30]

The stereotypical image of  the Eastern Jew  in Poland w as crucial for the old-fashioned

anti-Semitic arguments in this f ilm. Scholars pointed out that although a pow erful anti-

Semitic documentary w as discussed before the outbreak of  WWII, its production w as

delayed because it w as dif f icult to f ind in Germany stereotypical Jew s. In 1937, soon

after the opening of  the exhibition “Der ew ige Jude” (Eternal Jew ) in Munich, the RMVP

sought to obtain Polish permission to shoot the required sequences in Poland, but the

Polish authorities refused.[31] It is clear thus that the invasion of  Poland and its

occupation of fered the Germans an opportunity to strengthen and ref ine their anti-

Semitic propaganda, and not only w ithin the context of  the anti-Polish propaganda.

Establishing a new  order in occupied Poland

The anti-Polish propaganda that accompanied the invasion to the country has subsided

substantially af ter its defeat. When the Germans and the Soviets divided the country,

and w hen the Germans established their rule in their share, there w as no need to

mention Poland and the Poles anymore. The Germans referred to the population of

occupied Poland simply as “not German” (nicht-deutsche), or “foreign”

(f remdvölkisch).[32] Furthermore, at least initially the RMVP sought to reduce the media

reporting about the new ly established General Government in order to prevent

uncomfortable details about the situation there f rom leaking into Germany and to the

outside w orld. The RMVP feared that information about the situation of  the large

Jew ish population and about the large number of  refugees and deportees w ould be

used in the “hostile atrocity propaganda” of  the Allies. Guidelines in this spirit w ere

given to representatives of  the press on 20 and 24 October.[33]

How ever, f rom late autumn 1939 German propaganda about occupied Poland sought to

represent the restoration of  law  and order under German rule. This propaganda

sought not only to present an anti-thesis against the allegedly corrupt and inef f icient

former Polish regime, but also to prove that Poland had become a safer place for the

ethnic German minorities living there. In the same context, another central positive

propagandistic theme that emerged at that time w as the Germanization of  the annexed

w estern regions of  Poland through the resettlement of  ethnic Germans – the so-called

“Heim ins Reich” initiative, w hich w as proclaimed in September 1939.[34]

It should be considered w hen looking at the German propaganda policy that f rom the

early period of  the German occupation, negative reports about it started to appear in

the foreign press. These reports, w hich originated mainly f rom the Polish government

in exile and its underground sources, provided increasingly harrow ing details about

the German terror in occupied Poland. The German Foreign Off ice regularly monitored

the hostile international media reporting about the German occupation in Poland and

th
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informed the propaganda community about them.[35] Positive media reports f rom

occupied Poland, and especially f rom the General Government consequently formed

part of  the Reich government’s ef forts to counter these negative reports and improve

Germany’s image, especially abroad.[36]

The gradual concentration of  Polish Jew s in ghettos made them more reachable and

easier to f ind for German reporters and propagandists operating in occupied Poland.

The easily identif iable communities w ere highly suitable for propagandistic exploitation

because they of fered images that supported prevailing Nazi depiction of  Jew ish

cliques, hordes, rif f raf f  etc.

Negative reports about the ghettos and about their residents sought to present on one

hand a reverse image of  positive Germanization and on the other hand show ed how

the Jew s w ere forced to contribute to the reconstruction ef fort in occupied Poland and

to the restoration of  law  and order. It should be considered that these reports stopped

short of  describing the radical anti-Jew ish measures as such. The ghettos w ere

mentioned, but it w as pretended that hey w ere alw ays there. The massive and brutal

measures involved in their creation and running w ere hardly mentioned. Therefore,

most of  the representation of  Polish Jew s in the media w as conveyed in the form of

travel reports and f irst hand impressions.[37]

Follow ing the division of  Poland and the establishment of  civilian administration, most of

the Wehrmacht’s PKs moved to other places, particularly to the West. Civilian reporters

w ere now  allow ed to move and w ork relatively f ree in w hat used to be military

operational areas. How ever, PK reporters continued to provide f rom time to time

reporting materials about the Jew s in occupied Poland. In many cases these reports

w ere compiled by members of  the SS‘ PK. It w as established in January 1940 as part

of  the Waffen-SS and operated under the loose professional supervision of  the WPr.

Most of  its reporters also w orked for the SS‘ popular new spaper “Das Schw arze

Korps”. It w as a convenient arrangement because Günther D’Alquen, chief  editor of

the “Das Schw arze Korps”, w as also the commanding of f icer of  the new  SS-PK. [38]

In September 1940, SS-PK photographers Schilf  and Wisniew ski visited the Lodz

Ghetto w ith a f ilming team and took photos of  individual Jew s and of  dif ferent ghetto

outdoor scenes. It appears that Himmler personally initiated this visit in order to

document the ghettos.[39] Apparently the same Wisniew ski visited around the same

period the ghetto of  Lublin, because in November 1940 some of  his photos f rom Lublin

illustrated an anti-Semitic article published in “Das Schw arze Korps” under the title

“Jew  in his ow n juice”.[40]

How ever, the most extravagant material gathered at that time w ere photographs taken

by Hugo Jäger, w ho w as attached temporarily to PK621. Jäger w as a w ell-know n

press photographer, w ho w orked before the w ar w ith Hitler’s private photographer

Heinrich Hoffmann. Due to his prominent status, he w as employed during the w ar as a

special PK reporter and received some unique photographic equipment. In September

1940 he w orked in Warsaw  and Kutno w ith tw o special cameras. One w as loaded

w ith a color f ilm, and the other w as a specially constructed stereoscopic camera. The

purpose of  the color photos he shot in the tw o ghettos is unknow n. Probably they

w ere intended for use in the color propaganda w eekly magazine “Signal”, but they

w ere never published. It appears though that the 50 stereoscopic photos taken by

Jäger w ere intended for an unpublished photo book published by the Raumbild-Verlag

Otto Schönstein, a publisher specializing in stereoscopic photo publications – many of

them of  propagandistic nature.[41]

While the Jew s disappeared at that time f rom the new sreels, press articles about the

ghettos w ere published f rom time to time. An allegedly clear reference to the “criminal

nature” of  the Jew s and its continuation in the ghettos came in a “Berliner Illustrierte

Zeitung” reportage published tow ards the end of  1940. It w as the only time that a

report about Polish Jew s appeared on the f ront page of  a German new spaper. The title

page inscription w as “Stadt unter der Stadt” [City under the City], but the story itself

w as entitled “Im Ghetto von Lublin … und … 25m unter dem Ghetto” [In the Ghetto of

Lublin … and … 25m under the Ghetto]. Using photos and text provided by PK

photographer Hilmar Pabel, the report apparently depicted on its f irst page life in the

ghetto. (Fig. 3)
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Fig. 3: Title page of the article “Im Ghetto von Lublin … und … 25m unter dem Ghetto”, published in the “Berliner Illustrierte
Zeitung” on 5 December 1940

On the next tw o pages it depicted a German police raid into a cellar complex in the

ghetto, w here the policemen discovered hidden w ares and foodstuf f .[42] It is dif f icult

to say w hat w as the background for this report and w hy it w as published as a f ront-

page story. Pabel w orked before the w ar for the “Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung”, and f rom

1940 he served as a PK reporter. How ever, his name in the credit for the article does

not include the customary “PK” title. Therefore, it is possible that he may have

contributed the report informally or w hile on a w ork leave – a relatively common

practice among the propaganda troops.[43] Af ter WWII Pabel renew ed his career and

w as also involved in humanitarian w ork. It w as not until 1989 that his name w as

connected w ith the report in the “Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung” f rom 1940.

Pabel provided an unconvincing explanation for his association w ith this problematic

report: “A man w ith a sort of  tin tag stood there. How  they w ere called? Military Police,

I believe. And he said ‘You are now  under my command. We are raiding the ghetto!’ I

didn’t know  that there w as a ghetto there. And then they told me ‘Give us the f ilm!’ And

after f ive, six w eeks or so a report w as published in the ‘Berliner Illustrierten’ (sic)

under my name.”[44]

The description of  a photo on the second page of  the article though told another story:

“‘I w as sitting at the (police) station for hours’, tells our reporter about these pictures,

‘and w aited for an interesting case’. The interrogation of  a Jew , w ho w as questioned

for some harmless matter, w as almost at its end. Then he betrayed himself  w ith

something he said. A special police squad thus receives an assignment.”[45] Since all

the policemen that appeared in the report w ere members of  the Schutzpolizei and not

of  the military police, this explanation appears to be more reliable.[46]

A dif ferent propagandistic argument accompanied the reports about the ghettos in this

period. The so called “Jew s learn how  to w ork” propaganda continued another trend

started w hile the battle of  Poland w as still raging. The propaganda w as intended to

convey that the allegedly lazy Jew s under German rule contributed to the
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reconstruction of  occupied Poland.[47] This argument appeared for the f irst time in an

article of  the “Völkischer Beobachter” already on September 17, 1939. What started in

a radical Nazi new spaper soon became a central leitmotiv of  the German anti-Semitic

propaganda.[48] The new sreels follow ed closely behind the “Völkischer Beobachter”.

The UFA “Tonw oche” released on September 20, 1939 sought on one hand to counter

in a sarcastic w ay some negative foreign reporting and on the other hand to show

how  useful the Jew s under German rule f inally w ere. The raw  f ilm material w as

obviously shot by a PK cameraman.

Scenes show ing stereotypical Eastern Jew s in its 13  topic (follow ing a report about

returning Ethnic Germans) w ere described w ith the follow ing: “The Jew s are in best

spirits in the ghettos of  the occupied cities. These pictures strongly refute the Jew ish

atrocity propaganda in hostile countries. Insubordinate elements are being

concentrated in camps. For the f irst time in their life they are being forced to w ork.”[49]

As the historian Harriet Scharnberg inferred, this propaganda campaign seems to have

come out of  now here, although there are indications that basic beliefs in this spirit

existed in the anti-Semitism of  the 1930s. Goebbels‘ directive to the PKs in early

October to obtain footage of  Jew s at w ork can hardly be view ed as an operative

order for a full-f ledged campaign. Besides, the press and the new sreels included

messages in this spirit before the directive w as issued. It appears thus that the press

and new sreel editors chose this topic f rom a pool of  propaganda slogans of fered w ith

the images they received. Some of  these slogans w ere based on old anti-Semitic

stereotypes, such as Jew ish dislike of  hard labor. This topic suited perfectly not only

w ith the contemporary images of  the Jew s, but also w ith the ef forts of  the Nazi regime

to present positively the merits of  “German w ork” as part of  the “Volksgemeinschaf t”

(People’s Community).[50] Thus, w hile there w as little PK involvement in the general

anti-Semitic propaganda of  1940, their w ork in 1939 helped to create the main

propaganda themes of  1940, particularly the “Jew s learn how  to w ork” propaganda.

Their photos and f ilms w ere especially ef fective in this respect. While the other anti-

Semitic arguments subsided to some degree af ter the end of  the Polish campaign,

“Jew s learn how  to w ork” stayed a central topic.[51]

Prelude to “Barbarossa”

After the cancellation of  the invasion to England in autumn 1940, large portions of  the

Wehrmacht w ere transferred to the East in preparation for “Operation Barbarossa”.

Among these forces w ere numerous PKs. Thus, during early 1941, at least three PKs

stationed w ith the Eastern Army sent a large amount of  press reports, photos, f ilms

and radio reports about Jew ish ghettos in the General Government. The follow ing data

has been gathered f rom the PK activity report for February 1941:

4/2/1941 – a PK666 cameraman shot one f ilm in Lublin’s Jew ish district. A PK689 radio

reporter recorded one report in the Lodz Ghetto.

12/2/1941 – a PK689 photographer w ent to the Lodz Ghetto and took seven

photographs.

12-13/2/1941 – tw o PK689 cameramen shot a roll of  f ilm in the Lodz Ghetto.

17-19/2/1941 – a PK689 press reporter visited the Lodz Ghetto and w rote a report

about it.

17-28/2/1941 – another PK689 cameraman returned to the ghetto and shot tw o rolls of

f ilm.[52]

In April 1941, a photographer and a press painter f rom PK689 w orked in the Warsaw

Ghetto. In May, the same PK sent a cameraman and a press painter to the ghettos of

Low itsch (sic) and Lodz.[53]

Just before the beginning of  operation “Barbarossa”, a press reporter and a

photographer f rom PK689 visited again the Warsaw  Ghetto.[54] Reporters f rom the

Luftw affe KBK6 also appeared there in early June, and compiled numerous press

reports about the ghetto. The unit w as stationed near Warsaw  at that time as part of

the latest secret troop movement of  the Luf tw affe to the East in preparation for the

attack on the Soviet Union. The resulting press reports carried titles like ‘Hinter dem

Schlagbaum am Ghetto’ [Behind the barrier at the entrance to the ghetto], ‘Warschau

zw ischen Gestern und Morgen’ [Warsaw  betw een yesterday and tomorrow ], and

‘Warum Ghettos?’ [Why ghettos?]. One report in English intended for foreign

propaganda, w as entitled ‘Ahasver over England’. At least 20 photos shot by Sergeant

Silbermann w ere added to the texts.[55] These reports not only included detailed

descriptions of  the ghetto, but also attempted to convince the view ers that the fate of

th
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the Jew s there w as completely justif ied. (Fig. 4)

Fig. 4: “Juden hinter Mauern”, published in “Illustrierter Beobachter“, 12 June 1941, with photos taken by PK photographer
Koch in the Cracow ghetto

It is tempting to view  this burst of  activity as part of  the preparation for the “Final

Solution”. How ever, no explicit order by the RMVP or WPr. in this spirit w as found.

Furthermore, most of  the material gathered at the ghettos w as not published.[56]

Looking at the historical context, it appears that the main reason for this sudden

reporting activity w as simply the inactivity of  those PKs stationed in the East. While the

PKs stationed in the West had many military events to report about at that period, those

in the East had nothing to do. WPr. gave them a general directive to be as productive

as they could in the harsh w inter of  1940/1 and practically lef t them to their ow n

devices.[57] The secrecy surrounding the massive deployment of  the Wehrmacht in

occupied Poland certainly restricted the topics for reporting. Since the PKs w ere

expected to report about anything of  interest happening in their areas of  operation, the

Jew ish ghettos in Poland w ere a natural choice for subject matter.[58]

Af ter the invasion of  the Soviet Union, some of  the material w as taken out of  the

archives and w as used propagandistically in the context of  the renew ed anti-Soviet

propaganda. The most important publication using photos f rom the period before June

1941 w as a four-page report published on 24 July 1941 in the “Berliner Illustrierte

Zeitung” under the title “Jew s among themselves” (Juden unter sich). (Fig. 5)
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Fig. 5: “Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung”, 24 July 1941: “Juden unter sich” (“Jews among themselves”)

Seventeen of  the 18 photos used in the article w ere credited to PK689 photographers

Ludw ig Knobloch and Albert Cusian, w ho shot dozens of  photos in Warsaw  in spring

1941. The article tried to depict the “degenerate life” of  Jew s in the Warsaw  Ghetto,

highlighting grave social injustice among them. The accompanying text also included

direct references to dif ferent atrocities the Poles and the Soviets committed in Eastern

Europe, suggesting that the Jew s w ere behind all of  them.[59] This article formed an

integral part of  the anti-“Jew ish-Bolshevik” propaganda barrage accompanying

“Operation Barbarossa” and pointing at the Jew ish character of  the “archenemy” in the

East. Therefore, the Jew s w ere depicted again in the Nazi propaganda in the context

of  a major military and political campaign.[60]

This time, how ever, the ensuing campaign resulted in a major escalation: the “Final

Solution”, w hich tow ards the end of  1941 turned into a comprehensive murder scheme

of the entire European Jew ry. In the follow ing months the Jew s largely disappeared

from the daily w ar correspondence. As the historian Peter Longerich noted: “Articles

about the situation in the ghettos or about police activities against the Jew s in the

occupied areas, w hich appeared every now  and then in the press in previous years,

now  disappeared.”[61]

There w ere several reasons for this decline: The PK reporters w ere busy on the

fronts, there w ere more interesting military subjects to report about and the w orsening

w ar situation diverted German media and propaganda attention aw ay f rom the Jew ish

issue. Last but not least, w hen the “Final Solution” unfolded parallel to “Operation

Barbarossa”, the German propaganda tended to refer to the “Jew ish menace” in a

more abstract w ay.

Strangely enough, just w hen the ghettos disappeared f rom the German media in 1942,

w hen the “Final Solution” started to unfold in its fullest murderous form, a German

f ilming crew  appeared in the Warsaw  Ghetto. In May 1942, its members f ilmed raw

footage for a propaganda f ilm about the ghetto that never materialized. Some PK
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specialists w ere involved in the shooting of  this f ilm, but little is know n about it.[62]

Conclusion

The Wehrmacht propaganda w as an important propaganda organization of  the “Third

Reich”. Its contribution to the w artime propaganda w as enormous. In the early postw ar

period, the propaganda troops suf fered f rom a poor public image because of  their

close association w ith the propaganda apparatus of  the Nazi state. Af ter the w ar, this

bad image w as addressed by the veterans’ organization of  the propaganda troops, the

“Wildente”. It w as established in 1951 in Hamburg by former PK press reporter Günther

Heysing. One of  their main goals w as “to set the record straight” and present the

propaganda troops, and indeed the w hole Wehrmacht, as disconnected f rom the Nazi

regime and its crimes.[63] This portrayal of  the propaganda troops as apolitical and

“decent” w as further enhanced by a book w ritten by their veterans, among them their

commanding general and other former WPr. of f icers.[64]

The PK media reporting about the ghettos and Jew ish communities in occupied Poland

suggest that this apologetic approach to their ow n history covered a dif ferent reality.

Reporting about the ghettos and their population w as only one aspect of  the role

played by the propaganda troops in the Nazi state. Thus, the propaganda troops and

their ghetto reporting can be placed w ithin the broader context of  the modern

discourse concerning the Wehrmacht’s w ar crimes and its Nazif ication.

When discussing the anti-Semitic propaganda produced by the Wehrmacht, it is

important to place it in a broader context. Some of  the media reporting used in this

research w as published quite prominently. The new sreel images of  Polish Jew s w ere

placed either close to the beginning or close to the end, w hich usually included the

highlights of  the new sreel. How ever, caution is required w hen trying to assess the

signif icance and impact of  this propaganda. The early reports about Polish Jew s w ere

published next to more dramatic w ar new s. It is reasonable to assume that the

view ers and readers w ere more interested in these new s features. Furthermore,

reports depicting Polish Jew s w ere relatively sparse, and they disappeared completely

f rom the new sreels af ter October 4, 1939. From early 1940 onw ards the press also

reduced signif icantly its reporting about the Polish Jew s.

As photography historian Klaus Hesse pointed out, the “Berliner Illustrierte Zeitung”

published on 5 December 1939 a staged report about an SD raid in the Warsaw

Ghetto; then one year elapsed until its next report, depicting Polish Jew s – “Stadt unter

der Stadt” – w as published on 5 December 1940. Although the “Völkischer

Beobachter” published at that time a larger number of  generally anti-Semitic articles,

w hich included articles about Polish Jew s, there w as a marked reduction in their

f requency.[65] This w as part of  a broader trend. Peter Longerich argued that anti-

Semitism became a propaganda topic of  limited value betw een the outbreak of  WWII

and summer 1941. Hence, it never developed during this period into a general anti-

Semitic propaganda campaign like in 1933, 1935 or 1938.[66] It is odd though that

images of  Polish Jew s found little use in the orchestrated publicity that accompanied

the release of  three anti-Semitic movies in 1940: the unsuccessful “Der ew ige Jude”,

the moderately successful “Die Rothschilds”, and the box-of f ice hit “Jud Süß”. Despite

the incorporation of  footage shot in Poland in 1939 in the “Der ew ige Jude”, the topic

w as largely ignored in the popular press and the new sreels at the time of  its

release.[67] Therefore, af ter an initial interest in Polish Jew ish topics for

propagandistic purposes, the RMVP and the media lost interest w hen more important

w artime subjects emerged and as the w ar shif ted w estw ards in 1940.

It is w orth noting though that anti-Semitic images and propagandistic slogans, created

during the early phase of  the German occupation in Poland, also found their w ay into

other, sometimes unexpected, visual products. A short documentary f ilm about the

German railw ay during the Polish campaign, w hich w as only intended for show ing to

selected audiences, referred in a couple of  scenes to the “Jew s learn how  to w ork”

propaganda.[68] A training f ilm of  the army’s military medical academy depicted the

Jew s of  Poland as the main source of  epidemics due to their poor hygiene, thus

ref lecting the “Jew s as a hygiene peril” propaganda theme.[69] It appears that these

scenes in both f ilms are based on PK footage.

Just as a new  anti-Jew ish policy crystallized in the f irst w eeks of  the w ar – as

indicated by Reinhard Heydrich’s “Schnellbrief ” (“quick letter”) of  September 21,

1939[70] – so too anti-Jew ish propaganda crystallized in the early w artime. Although

the depiction of  Polish Jew s in the German propaganda w as initially tightly connected

w ith the concentrated ef fort to discredit the Polish state and Polish right for self -

determination,[71] w ith the beginning of  the Nazi occupation it took place in more
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orthodox contexts. It w as more directly related to the cores of  Nazi prew ar anti-

Semitism. “Hard evidence”, supported by “live” images f rom occupied Poland,

reinforced this anti-Semitism and gave it a new  “authenticity”.

As Christopher Brow ning pointed out: “If  Nazi propaganda had not succeeded in

turning many Germans into rabid anti-Semites in Hitler’s ow n image, Nazi policies had

succeeded in isolating German Jew ry f rom the rest of  society. The Jew s had

increasingly become an abstract phenomenon to w hose fate Germans could be

indif ferent, not fellow  citizens and human beings w ith w hom Germans could identify

and empathize. The German encounter w ith Poland gave new  credibility to the Nazi

message.”[72]

In this respect, PK ghetto reporting, especially in f ilm and photo, w as particularly useful

and ef fective. The German anti-Semitic propaganda of  WWII, and particularly in its

early stage, w as multi-layered. On the top layer the Jew s w ere presented as a

general enemy of  the Reich, of  the German people and of  the Western civilization. In

more specif ic terms, the initial propaganda of  the Polish campaign sought to undermine

the legitimacy of  the Polish state through its association w ith its Jew ish population and

its Jew ish character. Beyond that, the German propaganda isolated the Polish Jew s

and depicted them as a multipole local threat. They w ere presented as habitual

criminals, as unlaw ful insurgents, as obstructing rebuilding, as sabotaging the

economy, and as a risk to public health. These propagandistic arguments, based

allegedly on real encounters and facts, w ere used to reinforce the prevailing prew ar

anti-Semitic image of  the Jew .

But the changing context is crucial: With the beginning of  WWII, the anti-Jew ish

propaganda w as integrated w ithin the broader w ar propaganda of  the Reich. In times

of  w ar a clear def inition of  f riends and foes became more crucial than ever before.

The Jew s w ere therefore not only presented as a group unacceptable for inclusion in

the “Volksgemeinschaf t” (People’s Community) under any circumstances, but as an

integral part of  Germany’s w ar opponents. The ghettos provided the Germans in this

respect an excellent opportunity to establish and enhance the image of  the Jew s as

the Reich’s enemies in this new  w ar. Thus, the increasing persecution of  the Jew s

w as accompanied by “authentic” anti-Jew ish propaganda, w hich relied heavily on

images taken by PK reporters in ghettos and Jew ish quarters in occupied Poland.

Perhaps the f inal layer of  w artime propaganda based on PK material is its postw ar

impact. The propaganda troops have lef t a huge visual legacy. Around 3 million PK

photos w ere delivered during WWII, and around 1.7 million of  them w ere handed

dow n.[73] Although the entire archive of  PK raw  f ilms w as destroyed tow ards the end

of WWII, all the w artime new sreels have been preserved (including the four panorama

color new sreels), allow ing a large amount of  edited PK footage to be handed dow n.

Due to their quality and their availability, PK photos and f ilms shape the visual image of

WWII until today to a large extent.[74] Even the representation and commemoration of

the Holocaust must rely heavily on these materials. Particularly the depiction of  the

ghettos and their occupants as documented by the PKs has been used extensively,

and is still in high demand.[75]
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